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Abstract. As an interface for calling attention without noticing others, pre-
sentation of tactile thermal information, equipped with an input device was
evaluated. The thermal presentation device was designed such that emotional
changes were generated after the exposure of the warm and cold stimuli, which
may lead to the alarm effect. The experiment was conducted to examine
physiological and behavioral responses for the thermal stimuli by measuring
reaction time to the stimuli with heart rate variability. The results revealed that
the reaction times given by cold stimuli were shorter than those by warm stimuli
although the changes in R-R interval of heart rate decreased significantly only
by the presentation of warm stimuli. Further evaluation included the usability for
the effects associated with alarm and recovery of drowsy situations.
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1 Introduction

There have been introduced numbers of new communication medium through com-
puters by using presentation of sensory stimuli such as visual, auditory and tactile
stimuli. Such medium has been applied to diverse communication devices including the
system for preventing dozing while driving a car. Compared with visual and auditory
stimuli, communication medium using tactile stimuli can deliver apparent perception
without focusing exclusively on the stimuli. This advantage accelerates the research
and development opportunities for using tactile information transmission technique.

Thermal stimulus, a type of tactile stimuli, has been studied for supporting tangible
communication technology. Their study demonstrated dynamic characteristics of
impression by perceiving information consisted of thermal stimuli. These studies however
only confirmed their effectiveness subjectively by questionnaire [1], objective evaluation
needs to be conducted. When emotional responses were given to the human, it is imag-
inable that changes in autonomic nervous systemwere occurred with emotional responses.

The objective of this study is to monitor the changes in autonomic nervous system
along with the changes in emotional reactions caused by thermal tactile stimuli given to
the participants. We developed a thermal presentation device equipped with a computer
mouse, which can be operated to induce thermal stimuli on the users’ hand [2].
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The objective of this paper is to show such changes by monitoring electrocardiograms
when thermal stimuli were abruptly given at their hands during concentrating on the
computer tasks.

2 Methods

A total of 10 male university students (mean = 21.5, s.d. = 0.5) participated in this
study. They reported that they regularly use computer mouse with their right hand.
Each participant had informed consent prior to beginning the experiment.

Two tasks were given to the participants.
The primary task was set to the computer jigsaw puzzle game where participants

constructed a pictured puzzle from scattered pieces. The pictured puzzle at primary
level (63 pieces in total) was selected not to put an excessive mental workload by
playing the game.

The secondary task was a simple reaction task, where they were instructed to show
verbal reaction as soon as they noticed the thermal stimulus. In this experiment, two
computer mice were used. One on their right hand side was for playing the puzzle game
and the other on their left hand side was used for presenting thermal stimuli, thus their
left palm was located gently on the mouse. Figure 1 shows the environment for the
experiment.

Three levels of thermal stimuli for each of warm and cold stimulus conditions, i.e.,
±1 °C, ±5 °C, and ±10 °C from the skin temperature at the finger, were tested in this
study. These temperature changes were generated by the thermal presentation device
using a Peltier device. In order to set particular temperature, the skin surface

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Thermal stimuli were presented on the mouse at the participant’s left
hand while the participant performed computer puzzle game.
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temperature of the finger was monitored and the Peltier device generated the designated
warm and cold stimuli with reference to the skin surface temperature. The Peltier
device was attached on the top surface of the computer mouse on the left hand side.
Figure 2 shows the mouse with thermal presentation device and its specifications are
summarized in Table 1.

A total of three trials were given. Each trial consisted of two states, that is, three
minutes of resting state and eight minutes of task state. Two sets of thermal stimuli
were given during the task state, and taken all together, six thermal stimuli were given
to the participants. ECG measurement and subjective evaluation of the emotional
conditions were obtained for each trial. Reaction times for the given thermal stimuli
were recorded as well.

A typical ECG monitoring setup was applied in this study. Active electrodes
(NM-512G, NIHON KODEN) were used for the ECG signal measurement as bipolar
lead CM5. Reference electrode was attached to the forehead of the participant. EMG
signals were recorded during the performance. The sampling frequency was set to
1000 Hz. Amplifier (AP1132, NIHONSANTEKU) and data sampling software (AP
Monitor, NIHONSANTEKU) were used for the ECG recording as well. Figure 3
illustrates ECG measurement system in this experiment.

From the taken ECG waveforms, peak values of R waves were extracted and the
time intervals between peak values, defined as R-R intervals, were computed.
Time-series signal analysis package (MEMCALC, GMS, Inc) was used for extraction
of R-R intervals. Changes in R-R interval have been reported as a typical index of heart
rate variability for both sympathetic- and parasympathetic-mediated responses, that is,
decrement of R-R interval was induced by activations of sympathetic nerves and
increment of R-R interval was induced by activations of parasympathetic nerves [3].

Fig. 2. Thermal presentation device based on a computer mouse where a Peltier device was
appeared on the top left corner of computer mouse. Participants placed their index finger. Size of
the Peltier device was 1 cm by 1 cm.
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3 Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the temperature of the stimuli and number of
participants responded by the stimuli. When the thermal stimuli were 1 °C higher than
the skin temperature, all participants reported that no temperature changes were
noticed; hence they showed no reaction to the stimuli. Two participants reacted when 1
degree lower than the skin temperature.

The results appeared different from previous findings, where the perceived tem-
perature was less than 1 degree when the temperature varied at the rate of 2.1°C/s for
heating condition [4]. Our results implied that the participants spent substantial amount
of attention resources towards the primary task, thus available resource was not enough
for perceiving such a small change of temperature. Based on the results of number of
perceptions made, we further analyzed behavioral and physiological changes com-
paring 10°C of heat stimuli and -10°C of cold stimuli (Table 2).

Table 1. Specification of the thermal presentation device

Item Value

Maximum voltage [V] 2.3
Maximum current [A] 4.0
Power of heat absorption [W] 5.1
Maximum steady state temperature [°C] 40
Minimum steady state temperature [°C] 15
Thermal gradient for 1°C [deg/sec] 0.11
Thermal gradient for 5°C [deg/sec] 0.56
Thermal gradient for 10°C [deg/sec] 1.11

Fig. 3. Apparatus of ECG measurement in the experiment
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Average reaction time between warm and cold stimuli showed that the participants
tended to respond quicker when cold stimuli were given (F(1,9) = 3.79, p < .1). This
may be due to the difference of thresholds between warm and cold stimuli, where the
threshold was lower when cold stimuli were applied at the finger and hand area [4].

Changes in R-R interval as a typical example are depicted in Fig. 5. As it can be
seen in the figure, R-R interval was decreased when thermal stimuli were given
whereas relatively fewer changes seemed to be occurred when thermal stimuli were not
given to the participants. The change in R-R intervals by the thermal stimuli was
occurred after 10 s from the onset of temperature changes. Average R-R intervals
before and after the stimulus presentation were compared, shown in Fig. 6. ANOVA on
R-R intervals revealed that there was a significant difference of R-R intervals between
before and after the presentation of warm stimuli (10°C)((F(1,9) = 6.56, p < .05)),
whereas no significant differences were found between before and after the presentation
of cold stimuli(-10°C) ((F(1,9) = 0.40, p > .1)).

Fig. 4. Differences in temperature obtained from finger skin surface and number of participants
responded to the stimuli.

Table 2. Reaction time for each participant and thermal stimuli

Participants Reaction time [sec]

Warm stimuli [deg] Cold stimuli [deg]
+10 +5 +1 -1 -5 -10

A 2.31 4.42 – – 2.84 2.02
B 3.95 2.45 – – 2.40 2.97
C 3.93 3.64 – – – –

D 0.48 3.02 – 2.45 2.09 1.84
E 3.09 2.31 – – 2.57 1.91
F 5.22 – – – 2.38 3.67
G 2.75 0.96 – 2.16 1.70 0.81
H 2.18 2.63 – 9.81 3.18 1.82
I 2.99 – – – 2.56 3.72
J 2.92 2.60 – – 2.24 1.24
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Fig. 5. Changes in R-R intervals when thermal stimuli were given (10°C, top) and not given as
much as sensory threshold (-1°C, bottom). Circled areas on the figure above show changes in
R-R intervals after the stimuli are given. The onset of the stimuli was shown as vertical lines on
the figure.

(a)  10°C                                                         (b) -10°C 

Fig. 6. Comparison of R-R intervals between before and after the stimulus. In each figure, the
left bar shows R-R interval before the stimulus presentation, and the right bar shows R-R interval
after the stimulus presentation.
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The results seemed contradicted from the previous physiological findings in which
the density of cold spots on the surface of the skin was 5 to 10 times more than that of
warm spots, hence the sensitivity to the cold stimuli were rather higher than that to the
warm stimuli [5]. In this experiment we gave warm stimuli ranging from 33 to 45°C
and cold stimuli ranging from 15 to 25°C, which facilitated effective warm stimulus
perception, yielding decrement of R-R intervals when warm stimuli were given to the
participants.

Whether or not the thermal stimuli were perceived affected the presence of emo-
tional changes. According to the results from subjective responses, participants
reported emotional changes triggered by thermal stimuli. Typical responses included
‘warm’ and ‘cold’, as well as ‘surprised’ and ‘painful’. These emotional responses
affected changes in R-R intervals. In order to verify the influence of autonomic nervous
activity induced by thermal stimuli, heart rate variability such as HF and LF compo-
nents should be considered as further analysis.

It was also a big concern that how much physical transfer of the heat was controlled
to the participants. In this experiment the temperature of the Peltier device was assumed
to be the temperature of the skin surface which was contacted with the Peltier device. It
was difficult to conclude that the completion of thermal equilibrium was confirmed. We
would construct an experimental protocol, in which heat flow ratio would be controlled
for further experiment.
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